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Did You Know?

Control Boxes

We have recently heard and seen some comments about Franklin and our Control Boxes.
Did you know that Franklin Electric Control Boxes for 0.75 kW through to 3.7 kW motors are
designed and sized specifically to control and protect Franklin Electric 4” submersible motors.
We take great pride in the performance of our motors and control products and want to ensure
that you and your customers achieve the best life and reliability from our products.
To that point, our motor and Control products are the world’s leading borehole products. Even
our competitors know how good they are as they too use our motors and controls. By the way we
do not use any other motors or controls except Franklin!
Each motor winding is designed to perform a duty to ensure that each pump delivers the water
required without the motor overloading or overheating.
Each Franklin Electric Control Box is specific to the matching kW rated motor to give best
performance and protection with specific run and start capacitors, run and start overloads and
relays.
So while others may claim their Control Boxes are interchangeable, can YOU afford to take that
risk with your business and your customers?
Insist on using correctly designed and matched motor and control products from Franklin Electric.
We should also point out that should you use another non Franklin brand single phase control
box on a Franklin Electric 4” submersible single phase motor your warranty is void. How can we
warranty our product when we have no idea what you are using to protect or control our motor?
It’s common sense.
You would not fit one car brands brakes onto a different car brand so why do it with your Franklin
4” submersible motor and control box?

That’s why our submersible motor products are the most installed and trusted brand in the world
as well as Australia’s favourite 4” borehole motor for the past 49 years.

So now you know and that’s why Franklin is “better for your business”
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